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NAKED WOMEN
Always have Known men's Expectation Due to them What's said Of women by Men on this Expectation Now is told

in this are NAKED WOMEN a kin to eve men seek an ideal image a beauty so sweet a man would never imagine any person more interesting

men imagine that lovely NAKED WOMEN lie waiting hid den just to be found rewards for those whose coming they present the finest gift

when one is on a search looking for NAKED WOMEN he does not try to lose a sweet but strong pain it means an expectation of new life

gazing over the Ancient black walls there stand NAKED WOMEN with spears all waiting for one who remembers a better time but no more

return unto the masters that knight who seeking a garden of NAKED WOMEN saw two who sat looking at him when a hare came running out

high on the ridge above the lake he can see two hundred men around them NAKED WOMEN rush toward the campers all facing the hunters

bleak lands of rock and the blacker hills greet the old don striving to reach towns where among NAKED WOMEN he can hear the legends

the portent for an arab as he sees his desires is very odd he's told a wizened owl can say how to get some NAKED WOMEN to his tent

well within the walls a man so dark he might be black standing he knew now the time to beat a drum calling the NAKED WOMEN